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Reading Joseph Brodsky's poetry as well as his prose means reading 
about time. He himself admitted on different occasions, in his prose, in in
terviews that he was concerned above all with the problem of time. In his 
essay A Journey to Istanbul he wrote: „Space for me is indeed less dear, 
and less than time. Not because, however, it is less but because it is 
a thing, whereas time is a thought about a thing. In choosing between 
a thing and a thought, say I, the latter is always preferable (Brodsky, 1986: 
102)." 

Thomas Venclova in his analysis of this essay states: „Joumey inter
weaves, in rather complex fashion, personal time and historical time - the 
fifth, ninth, twentieth and many other centuries. For Brodsky, history is so
mething close and intimate, something physical, something in the blood. 
The poet is a natural inhabitant of the sphere in which history unfolds, i . e. 
time (Venclova, 1990: 138)." 

Valentina Polukhina in her essay Similarity in Disparity cites the 
poet's own admission she recorded when interviewing him in 1980: that 
he writes ..exclusively about one thing: about time and what time does to 
a man" (Polukhina, 1990: 167). 

So these were two out of the three starting points which formed the 
basis for my rereading of Brodsky's poetry: the central position of time in 
Brodsky's poetry and the interweaving of personal and historical time. The 
third one is Brodsky's poem August - Aezycm, possibly his last poem, 
written in January 1996, and its analysis given by G. S. Smith in his essay 
Long Growing Dark: Joseph Brodsky's August. In this essay Smith states 
that „in this short utterance, every formal and thematic aspect is shaped in 
the manner that Brodsky in effect patented in the course of his three deca
des as a major Russian poet" (Smith, 1999: 249). And indeed, the theme of 
time in the poem is closely connected with two motifs I would like to 
concentrate on - human form both corporeal and embodied in a statue. 
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That's why I'm going to focus not only on time but also on it's repre
sentation in the images of human form. I would like to show how shape 
and substance is put into words in Brodsky's poetry, and is consistently 
connected with time - the course of human life and the course of history -
throughout his all work. 

In his poetry statue always represents an empire and, be it the Roman 
empire, the Soviet or American empire, there is always present Pushkin's 
tradition - power and self confidence embodied in stone or metal, forcing 
people to feel insignificant. Explicitly, the statue is connected with empire 
in Torso - Tope from 1972: Earn edpyz 3a6pedaeuib e KQMeuHyio mpaey,/ 
/ebiZJixdxufyio e Mpcutope jiymue ueM nan«y/.../MOotcew.b ebinycmumb 
nocox U3 nampyxceHHbix pyK./mw e Hjunepuu, dpyz./.../Bo3dyx, wiaMeHb, 
eoda, (pambi, Hcmdbi, nbebi,.../ece,/.../npeepameno e KOMeub wiu Me-
majui./3mo - KOHeu eeu^eu, 3tno - e KOHue nymuhepKcmo, nmo6 eoumu./ 
(253)' 

The image of a mirror, as wil l be shown later, is frequently connected 
with the theme of ageing, but in this context its function is different. 
Unlike the mirror into which a person looks to see his own reflection, this 
one invites him into the space „ behind the mirror" where the passing of 
ages wil l reveal to him. 

Vertical dimension is frequently stressed when Brodsky presents the 
images of the insignificant individual in confrontation with symbols of 
imperial power. The individual is always explicitly or implicitly placed 
below the monument: 

/u maM 6buiu 6bi noMHtrmuKU. H 6M 3HOJI UMeua/ne mojibKO 6poH306btx 
ecaduuKoe, ecynyeiuux e cmpeMeHa/ucmopuu ceoio Hozy, HO U UXHUX uem-
eepoH02ux,/yuumbieax omnenamoK, ocmaeneHHbiu UMU Ha/nacejieHuu 
2opoda./(453) 

Not only a statue with human form but also an obelisk as in Bud c xon-
Ma from 1992 evokes the worthlessness one can feel when confronted with 
a sign representing the grandness of an empire: /H rviomadb, KOK 
zpaMwiacmuHKa, daem xpyzu/om UZJIW o6ejiuctca. ^hno-tno cnynvuiocb 
cmo/jiem H03ad, u noxewiacb eexa./Bexa yenexa. B npimuune, «w -
HUKmo./Bbi, ejtymueM aiyuae, nuufa axa./(665) 

At the same time, when observed from a historical perspective, these 
statues represent the deterioration, the decline of any empire, no matter 
how powerful and compelling it once was. Memann «e eeneH from Foun-

Numbers in parentheses signify page numbers in EpoACKHft, H. : COHHHCHHS. 
EKarepHH6ypr 2002. 
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tain - OoHmau, 1967, at the same time says „ empires are not eternal" and 
Hmo-mo cnynwiocb cmo jiem Ha3ad, without saying what happened carries 
the same message: it is over, it is forgotten. And so a statue is not so much 
a thing, in my opinion, as a thought of a thing. It is an interpretation of an 
empire - on the first level it is the empire's self interpretation, it presents 
the empire as a self confident and of its own strength convinced producer 
of statues. On the second level it is its interpretation seen through the 
prism of time and this shows oblivion (umo-mo aiytwiocb cmo Jiem 
Hct3ad) and the deterioration of both statues and empires. 

A person is thus confronted with time on several levels - there are the 
reminders of one's insignificance, the representatives of historical time 
which at the same time reveal themselves as being also subject to time. 
Then there is the constant awareness of one's ageing and the course of 
personal time. The latter is frequently expressed through the image of 
a shadow or a mirror, be it a glass mirror or a water surface - a river or 
a sea: hmo mw moM, 8HU3y, edojib oepazoe rrtbi ebeuib ceoto HumbJmaM 
vyda-mo eo mtMy om dopozu meoeu om6ezaem pyneu./zde na cicioHe 
vu.ypvu.um meon 6bicmpaa menb/no cnumce Kupnmeu./.../Kmo cmoum Ha 
KOJieHxx e meMHome y 6o6poebix 3anpyd,/Kmo znndum na ce6n, 
ompaMceHHOzo e nepnou eode./(33) /u Mope ece MopvuuHucmeu, u Jiuua 
/A eempa Hem./(\ 30) 

In npanetHbiu Mocm the river first reflects the parting of young lovers, 
their last embrace, then it serves as a mirror to a fisherman who observes 
in it his own ageing. But the image of young couple is not lost. The un
realized possibility of their lives, the memory of it is reflected in the 
closing lines of the poem: /EMy/pena menepb npmadnemMm nonpaeyjKaK 
doM, e Komopbiu 3epxajio eHecnu./uo OKumb ne cmanu./{60) 

Sometimes the person reflected in the mirror is even identified with the 
mirror - they become one object, as in Kojibi6ejibHan TpecKoeozo Mbica 
from 1975: KaK xopoiuee 3epKano, meno cmoum eo mbMc/na ezo Jiuue, y 
nezo e yMe/wtHezo, xpoMe pti6u./...MejioeeK ecmb xoneif CCLMOZO ce6alu 
edaemcx eo BpeMX./(297) 

In p*6b - ripples time is presented in two ways, as an image of 
movement on the surface of the sea, the motional image of passing time 
and at the same time as a visual image of wrinkles on a human face - the 
traces of this movement, of the passing time. 

The identification of a person and a mirror appears in Uondenb e KOM-
hame, here connected directly with the theme of death and also with the 
image of another. /MM ne yjupeju, Kozda Ham uac npudem!/Ho nocpedcm-
eoM Hozmn/c OMOJibeaMbi HOC cocKpe6em/KaKoe-Hu6ydb dumx!/(464) 
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The child from this poem corresponds with the image of a young man 
in Brodsky's last poem Aezycm. There „ The tanned youth ... takes away 
the future from you", /3azopeJibiu nodpocmoid...fy eac omdupaem 6ydy-
mee,/.../ (Smith, 1999: 249). This nodpocmotc appears in the third stanza 
and is thus placed in a parallel position to the mirror in the second stanza, 
convincing the reader that these parallel images are synonymous - looking 
into the mirror and looking at the other has the same effect, it makes one 
aware of one's own ageing and approaching end. 

This is not an exceptional case when in Brodsky's poetic texts the 
other person becomes a mirror, a reflection of one's own desires and 
anxieties. In other cases, however, it is usually a lover - mirror in which 
one does not see a reflection of merciless reality but in which one can seek 
comfort, even though only temporarily. BeHeuucmcKue cmpocpbi: /Tjmem 
pa3dembCH, CKunymb cyKOHHbtu namfupbJpyxHymb e Kpoeamb, npuoicamb-
cx K otcueou KocmuMaK K eopxueMy sepKany, c Hbeu aMOJibzoMbi ncuib-
tfeM/HeoicHocmb He cocKpecmu./(530) Or, as in Huormcyda c Jitodoebio, 
probably one of Brodsky's best known poems, one becomes a mirror re
flecting the other in an expression of desperate desire and vain longing: 
/a meMHome eceM menoM meou HepmbiJuaK 6e3yMHoe aepxajio noemo-
pw./(429) 

From these examples it can be seen that the image of statue in Brod
sky's poetry corresponds with what he said about time - that it is not 
a thing but a thought of a thing. Statue serves in Brodsky's poetry as 
a thought of an empire - both a self interpretation and an interpretation of 
an empire. The reflection of human form in a shadow or in a mirror (a mir
ror - object or a mirror - person) can be put in the same category - it is 
a self interpretation of a persoa When considering Brodsky's definition of 
time as a thought of a thing it becomes clear why these motifs are so clo
sely connected with time; the person's reflection in a mirror or in the other 
is not a thing but a thought of a thing, a thought of self or/and the other. 
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